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l. By its Regulation No· 2840/78 of 27 November 1978 .( l) the 
Council ha~ sus~ended on an autonomous basis the CCT duties 
for ~ertain products intended for use in the· construct~on, 




expire on JJ. December 197~. 
} ' .. It is envisaged that on 1 January 1980 the Internat1Qnal 
Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft enters into force. 
This agreeme_nt provides :for the duty-free import of a number 
ot the ahove-mention~d good~_so that an autonomous duty 
suspension for· these items will no. longer be necessary_. 
About 60 ~~ot: the headings, being the eubject of autonomous 
duty suspension in Regulation .No. 2840/7J, are not cov~r-ed 
by the Agreement on Trade in Civtl Aireraft. 
The Commis~ion~roposes a prolongation of the.pres~nt duty 
suspension for these goods (see the·anne~ of the attached 
.·regulation) • In doing so the Commiss-ien has carefully 
r . 
'weighed the interests of the Community airlines and of the 
ContnUnity· ·induatries, 
4.- The period .of the applicatio~ 'of the proposed regula!: ion is 
limited to 6 months, Thus the difficulties of the running-
in period: of the Agreement on Trade tn C~.vi1 .Aircraft can -
. \ . 
be met at an early stage by a possible change of the'-attached 
regulation, 





COUNCIL REGULKOON (EEC) No 
' . ~ 
of 
on the tariff treat~ent of certain products intended (or use in the construction, 
, . maintenance and repair of aircraft 
THE,, COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing· the 
European Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 28 thereof, 
H~ving regard to the dr~ft from 
the. Commission, 
/ 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC} No 2840/78 of 
27 November 197 Son the tariff 1;reatmel}t of certain · 
products intended for use in the construction, . 
maintenance and repair of aircraft (I) provides for· 
the total or partial suspension, as, the case may be, 
ot the duties laid down in the Common Customs 
Ta£iff for a··certain number of products which 'are 
:nrended to be either incorporated in the construction 
of aeroplanes of ap unladen weight exceeding 15 000 
kilograms or used f~r the maintenance or. repair of 
aeroplanes of an unladen weight exceeding 15 000 
kilograms or for aeroplanes or helicopters of an 
unladen weight exceeding 2 000 kilograms· but not 
exceeding 15 000 kilograms; 
Whereas all these suspension measures will expire . 
on 31 December 19i9; 
· Whereas, having regard to the technical requirements ; 
associated with' the design of aeroplanes currently ! 
constructed in. the Community, suspension measures · 
differentiated according to the type to ·which the 
aeroplanes under consideration belong :;hould be 
maintained from 1 January 19 Se in respect of pro-
ducts intended for the construction of aeroplanes of 
an unladen ·weight exceeding 15 000 kilograms in 
order to take account, in each case, of the capa-
bilities of the Community industry; 
Whereas, in view of the principles laid down for 
suspension of Common Cu$toms Tariff duties in 
respect of certain products' intended for the con· 
(1) OJ No L 337 of 4.1·l.-l978,. P• 1. 
struction of ·aeroplanes ~f an unladen . weight 
exceeding 15 000 kilograms; it is necessary· to 
establish a list of products admissible to suspension 
of customs dl,lties for the maintenance or Tepair of 
aeroplanes of that kind constructed in the corn:. 
munity; whereas; provided that account is taken of ' 
the current capacity of the Community industry, the 
arrangements should also be continued whereby . 
users of aircraft of an unladen weight ex~ding · 
15 000 kilograms constructed in third countries or 
the previous construction of which in the Coni- , 
munity has required a 'considerable quantity of 
products imported from third countries, may obtain 
s~pplies of products necessary 'for the maintenance 
or repair of such aircraft under suspension of 
Co'mmon Customs Tariff duties; 
Whereas a limited nu.mber of products which are not 
available in the Q>mmunity are also esseittial for the 
maintenance or repair of certain types of aeroplanes 
and helicopters of an unladen weight exceeding 
2 000 kilograms, but not exceeding 15 000 kilograms; 
whereas Common Customs Ta-riff duties in respect 
of these· products should accordingly be .suspended; 
Whereas the ·goods for, which this Regula.tioi 
provides for a duty suspension are not eo~ 
by the International Agreement on Trade in 
Civil Aircraft to operate ft:om I January 1~ 
Whereas provtston should be made for the 'adap-
tation, in the light of advances in the ~chnical 
capabilities of the Community aircraft industlry and · 
of Community aircraft equipment ·industries, of the 
arra·ngements to be made concerning the application· 
of the Common Customs T arift to products im· 
ported ~rom thir.d countries for use in the con-
struction, mairrtqnance or ·repair of aircraft; wherea~ 
such adaptation could involve a review of aNange-
ments in force at relatively short intervals; whereas 
it is therefore necessary to limit the period of 
application of this Regulation to o_ months, 
~' 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. The' Common Customs Tariff. duties on the 
· products listed in Annex I shall be suspended to the 
,levels indicated in column 3 thereof provided that 
~e said prOducts are intended to be incorporated, 
on the conditions to be determined by the competent 
authorities, in the construction of aeroplanes of an 
unladen weight <exceeding 15 000 kilograms, as 
indivjdually listed in <olumn 4 of the said Annex. 
2. This Article shall also· apply to the same · 
products intended for the manufacture: on · the· 
. conditions to be determined by the competent 
authorities, of parts necessary fot the construction · 
of the aircraft concerned. 
Article 2 
':1 . . The Common Customs Tariff duties on the 
products listed in ,Annex Il shall be ~uspended to 
the level indicated in column 3 or 4 thereof, as the 
case may be, provided that such · products are 
intended· to be incorporated, 'on the conditions to 
be determined by the competent authorities, in the 
maintenance or repaior of aeroplanes of an unladen ~ . 
weight exceeding 15 000 kilograms contained .in one 
or other of the' categories specified in that Annex 
· and, in respect of those in category B, in so far as 
the main~enance Qr repair relates to aeroplanes listed 
in column 5 of that Annex. 
2 .. 'However, in the case of products falling within 
heading Nos 85.15, 85.22, 90.14 , . · and 90.29 
of the Common Customs Tariff and indica.ted by. 
· ll (1), paragraph. 1 shall apply only where such 
products •are inte11ded for the maintenance or .-epair 
of aeroplanes of a type certificated for the first time ·· 
_in a Member State of the Community before 
I, 
1 January i973 ~ind ~ither .constructed in the Corn· · 
municy or jmported and used at that date on regulaJ: 
routes by airline companies of the Community. · 
-· Article J 
1. The Common Customs TariH duties on the 
prOducts listed in Annex Ill shall, pr04'ided that such 
products are· intended to be ins:orporated; on the . . 
·conditions to be determined by the competent .. 
authorities, 'in. the maintenance or repair of aero- -
planes, apd helicopters of an unladen ~ght: 
exceeding 2 000 kilograms but not exceeding 15 000 
kilograms, which are listed in. column 4 or 5 of that 
Annex,- as the case may be, be suspended to the 
kvels indicated in column 3. 
2 .. However, in the case of prpdt\CtS falling within 
·. heading Nos 85.15 and 90.29 of the Common 
Customs Tariff and indicated by a (1), paragraph 1 
shalf apply only -where such products ,are int<ended 
for . the maintenance or repair of aeroplanes and 
helicopters of a type certificated for the first tilll<e in 
· a Member State of the Community befor_e l January 
1973 and either constructed in the Community or 
imported and used at that date on regular rout~s by 
airline companits of the Community. 
Article 4 
For. the purposes of Articles 2 (2) and 3 (2), type 
of 'aeroplane or hdicopter shall be ~ken to mean 
. the prototy.pe' of that aeroplane or helicopter and 
. )tersions derived directly from that prototype, except 
versions which differ fundamentally from the proto-
type. ~. ' . 
Artide S 
This Regulation shall enter into lorce on t. January 
1980. . . . . 
It shaJl apply until 30 June lSSO. 
This 'Regulation Shall be binding in its entirety a~ directly appliCable in all Member· 
States. · · 




For the CQuncH 
The President · 
(' 



















'. ' ' ANNEX I 
- List of products in respect of which Common Customs Tariff duties are totally, m- partially suspended-
where $UCh products are intended to be incorporated in the oonstnJctioa of aircraft of an unladal \, 









Chemical produi:ts, and prepr::ttions of the chemical or 
allied industries (including those consisting of mixtures of 
natural products), not elsewhere specified or included; 
residual products of the 'chemic<"l or allied industries, not 
elsewhere,s~ecified or included: 
ex P. Preparations known as %:juids for hydraulic trans-
, mission' (for example, hydraulic brake fluid<;) not 
containing or containing less than _70% by weight 
of petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous 
minerals: 
- Based on silicate or phosphoric esters 
Polymerization and .copolyn·erization products (for 
example, polyethylene, polytetrahaloethylenes, polyisobuty-
lene, polystyrene, , polyvinyl chloride,. polyvinyl acetate, 
polyvinyl chloroacetate and other polyvinyl derivatives, -




VI. Polystyrene and copolymers of styrene: 
ex. b) In other forms: 
· - Acrylonitrilebutadiene . styrene, in 
sheets specially designed for lining 
_ the internal walls of aeroplanes .. \ .. 
VII. Polyvinyl chloride: 
ex a) In one c>f the forms mentioned ~ 
, Note 3 (a) and (b) to this Chapter: 
- Appro~ed for aircraft construction, . 
and in the form of granules ....... . 
ex_ b) In other forms: 
- In sbt.ets specially designed for 
lining the ' internal walls _ of 
aeroplane~ .•..• , ...........•..... 
ex VIII. Polyvinylidene :h!oride; copolymers . o( 
viny!idene chloride ' ·ith yinyl chloride; 
-- In. sheets specially <lesigned for lining the 
internal walls C<f :•eroplan•!S .........•..... 
0% All aeroplanes 
0% Airbus, F 28 
, Airbus 
\. 













c. XIV. Othef polymerization or copolymer:ization 
products: 
ex a) In one of the forms mentioned b'l 
Note 3 (a) and (b) to this-Chapter: 
- For cavity filling •.•••••• ·:· •• .'_. •••. 
39.-()7 Articles of ·materials of the. kinds described in heading 
Nos 39.01 to 39.()6: 
70.20 
:B. Oth·er : ·. 
v,..of other materials: 
I ex d)Other: 
- Flexible pipes of polytetrafluoroethylene for . 
hydraulic or fuel circuits . :W ~ .t h.ou.t ....... . 
fittings attached 
Glass fibre (including wool), yarns, fabria, and articles 
mad.e there&om: 
ex A. Non-textile fibre and articles made therefrom: 
_:_ Superfine glass fibre of iJw moisture ~bsorption 
capacity ..•........•• • • • · · • • : • · • · · · -'· ·. • · · • · · ; 
73:18 Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of iron (other than 
of cast iron) or steel, excluding high-pressure hydro-
. electric conduits: 
ex C. Other: 
- Tubes for the hydraulic system of steel 21.6.9 
made to. Deutsche· A-irbus , standard . DAN 





73.20 -Tube and •pipe fittings {for-. example, joints, elbows, 
unions and flanges), of iron or stcet ....... , .. ·, . . .. . . . . . . . . --· 0 % 
73.40 Other articles of iron or steel: 
ex 76.02 
ex B. Other: 
- Devices for, stowing and clamping freight ....•.... 
- Ball bearings used in freight loading systems •..•.. 
·, 
Wrought bars, ~. angles,. shapes and actions, of 
aluminium; aluminium wire: 
- Squarearlgles ·············~·········· .. ·•····~······· 
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ccr Rate 
'tt:" \ Descrip<ion ~ct.ty 
I 2 3 
-
ex 76.03 .Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of aluminium,; of a 
' thic;kness exceeding 0·20 mm: 
-Plates and sheets of variable thickness· obtained by ' 




76.16 Other articles of aluminium: .. 
ex D. Other: 
-'Quick ·change' apparatus for tr~sforming 
passenger transpPrt aeroplanes into goods 
' 
transport aeroplanes and vice versa ••••.••... , ••• 0% 
-
81.04 -Other base metals, unwrought or wrought, and arti'des 







ex U. Wrought: 
- Thift-walled t11bes ready fbr use in ventilation 
and air-conditioning systems 
················ 
Pumps (including motor pumps' and turbo pumps) for 
liquids, w~ether ~r not fitted with measuring devi~ 
liquid devaton of bucket, chain, screw, band and similar 
kinds: . ' 






I ex IlL Parts:Of pumps havi;1r; a ·press.ur.e . J ·, 0.% capacity of 200 b.ar ·or inore 
Machinery, plant and _ similar laboratory equipment, 
whether or not electrically heated, for the treatme~~t of 
materials by a· process-. involving a change of temperature 
such as heating, cooking, roasting, distilling, ' rectifying, 
sterilizing, / pasteurizing, steaming, drying, evaporating, 
vapourizing, rondensing or cooling, nor being macliinery 
~r plant of a kind used for domestic purposes; 
Instantaneous or storage water beaten, non-electrical: 
ex C. Heat-exchange units: 
- Of the constant speed drive (CSD) system 
- Of the air-conditioning system • , •.•••..• , •....•• 
Lifting, handling, loading or unloading machinery, 
telphers and conveyots (for example, lifts, hoists,. winches,· 
q-anes, . transporter cranes, jacks, pulley tackle, belt 
conveyors and teleferics), not being mach\nery falling 
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2 
B. Other : 
.~ ex IV. Other : 
- Clamp jac;ks ...... , .•....... , ................. . 
Machines and mechanical · appHances, having individual 
functions, not falling within any other: heading of this 
Chapter: 
E. Other: 
ex II.Other : 






- Hydraulic positioning and locking 
actuators and associated co~trols 
<Hydroloks> ·a x 
ex III. Par_ts of hydraulic· ~ 
positioning and locking actuators 
and associate~ controls 
(Hydr~loks> 
84.61 Taps,. ~:ocks, valves and similar appliances, for pipes, 
boiler shells, tanks, vats and the like, including pressure 
. reducing valves and thermostatically controlled valves: 
ex 84.62 
ex 84.63 
A. P~ure reducing valves •.•..•.•• .' .•••••••.•••••.... 
ex B. Other: 
- Isolating valves for thrust reversers •••••••...•.... 
- Valves used in air-conditioning· and cabin 
pressurization systems •.•.•....••••...••.• · .••.. 
·- Valves used in tbe·fire-control system ..•.•... '•... 
- Valves used in the water·drculation system' .'. ·~ ••. 
Ball, roller or fleedle rolle,r beari~: 
- Bearings used in freight loading systems 
Transmission' shafts, cranks, bearing housings, plain shaft· 
bearings, gears and gearing (including friction gears and 
gear-boxq and other variable speed gears),. flywheels, 
~uUeys and puUey blocks, dut~es and shaft couplings: 
x o.other : 
- Constant~ drive (CSD) appllratus , ••.••...••• , •••.. 
- Flexible drive . shafts made of a dooble mesh of stt:el 
wire connecting the pne1imati~ drive unit with 





Airbus, F 28 
All aeroplanes 
Airbus 
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~5. ' 6 • -1F7Yj73VARIII?'!, i €} 
Desaipticm 
' 
8$.01 Electri<;al goods of the following descriptions: genera~rs, 
motors, converters (rotary or static), transformers, 
rectifie_11 and rectifying apparatus, inductors: B. Otner : .· 
'. 85.15 
I;, · Generators; motors (whether or not equipped with 
speed reducing, changing or step-up gear) and 
rotary alhverters: 
ex b) Other: ' .. 
- Electrical ~ators used in the air~itio-
. ---~gsystem of~·les-s··'l!hiJn-·O._;J~l<W _ 
ex C. ·Parts:· 
- Electric motors with srr reducer for 
·freight loading systems .Q .•.• ~,.~~., ~Jj'n 
0 ;tr:; .KW -- . _ • ·. • 
. . I 
-0~5 KW, 28 volt d.c~ motors 
-·used in freight-door opening 
systems •••••• ~ •••••• 
- High speed alternators (exceeding 3 600 r/min) 
- Electti_c motors, with speed reducer Cor freight 
loading systems .....•...•••.•••.••.•.. • •...•. 
- Generators in 'the ann-skid control system 
i~corporated in the landing ~r ............... . 
- The following other apparatus : 
- Electrical actuators used in 
the air condit:iOt:l .• ~-n~. -~~s~t.e.m 
of less than· C'. 15 KW ..... : •• 
- O:S'KW, 28 volt d.c. motors 
uSed in freight loading -
systems ••• ~··~·········· 
- Static conve.rtors of a pOwer 
of 250 VA converting a direct 
current of 28 volt into an 
alternating current of 115 
volt ••• ~ .••••••••.••..•••• 
- Rectifying transformers with 
a direct current output of' 
100 amps at 28 volts •••• 
Radiotelegraphic and -· radioteleph_onic transmtsston · and 
. reception apparatus; radiO:.broadcasring and television 
transmtsston and reception apparatus (including 
receivers incorporating sound . recorders ot reproducets~ 
and television cameras; radio navigational aid apparatus, 




























Airbus, F 28 
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Ir. Ot.her .. 
r,}Oither : ~ · 
- VOI\ LOK aerials for YOR apraratlJS com-
plying with standard ARINC 547. or 579 
- Aerial ·co.uplers for HF transmitter· 
receiven~- 0 • -~ I I • 0 t t t t 0 0 f t t 0 0 I t I I t t I I I 0 I 
- Aerials for .meteorological radar complying; 
with standard ARINC 564 . . • . • • • • • . . : • . 
Electrical iJpparatus · for making and breaking electrical 
circuits, for the protection of electrical circuits, or for 
making connections to qr in electrical .circuits (for 
example, switches, relays, fUseS, .lightning arresters, surge 
suppressors, plugs, lampholders and junction boxes); 
resistors, fixed or variable (including potentiometers), 
other than heating resistors; printed cl rcuits; switchboards -
(other th~n telephone switchboards) ·and control panels: 
· ex A. Electrical apparatus for• making and breaking 
electrical circuits, for the protection · ol electrical 
circuits or for making conne.ctions to or in 
electrical circuits: ' 
- Switches used in the freight-loading, in auxiliary 
power unit and in emergency lighting systems , , , , . 
90:29 Pans or accessories. suitable for use solely. or -principally 
with_ one or -more of the articles faRing ~thin heading 
No 90.23, 90.24, 90.26, 90.27 or 90:28:· -
.A. Parts or accessories suitable for · use solely or 
principally lfith the electronic instruments falling 
within subheading 90.28 A: 
!. XotiJe;tQitriJvffg';tfon equipment compl)ring with 
standard ARINC 561 ..••...••• · ......... .. 
- ·Of electronic controllers for thrust reversers .....• 
- Of servo airspeed i~dicators with built-in 
-maximum speed warning system_ ....•. , •..•... • • • 
Of the following instruments 
falling ·w; t h 1 n subheading 
90.28 A: 
Terrestri,al magnetic fie1d 
detector apparatus by 
saturation o'f ·magnetic .c.ircuits 












Airbus;Concotd~ F 28, BAC 1-41 
Airbus, ConCOrde, F 28, BAC 1-11 
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- Air speed indicators and 
associated instruments ••••••••• 
- Stall warning calculators ••• ~ •• 
- Apparatus for fuel cOnsumption flow 
control ••••• · ••.••...•••....•.••. 
- Electronic regulation for air-
conditioning •••••• ~ •••••••••• ,. 
B. Other: 
. ex 11. Other: 
- Ofpneumatic regulators used 
-in :air-con(:Ji'tioning and. 
. . . . . • . ;· .. "t -· ........ "t. "tif ..... . 
- BfejetUJ:m~tneJc0np~u~e ein~cators 
' and associated modules, i.ntended for 
controt of the jet-engine air intake 
systetR- •••••••. ~ ........................ . 
- Of thrust : , reverser pqsition , - indi- · 
cators •• -..•........•.......• , .••.....• 
- Of the following instrum~nts 
.and apparatus falling within 
subheading 90.28 B : 
- Indicator apparatus for 
pressure of fuel and jet-
eng1ne oil 
- Oil contents gauge for jet-
engine control 
- Speed indicator apparatus 
for air-spe-ed i-ndicators · 
and jet-engine control 
- Temperature indicator 
apparatus for air-speed 
indicators ~nd jet-engine 
control 
Gramophones, dictating· machines and other sound 
recorders ~d reproducers, including· ·record-p_l~yers·. and ' ' 
tape decks, with or without sopnd-heads~ teleVISIOn tmage 
and sound recorders or_ reproducers: 
A. Sound rewrders 6r reproducerr-; 
eX n. Souncf reproducers: 
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·Tariff treatment applicable to c:erUiq products intended to be inc:orporated as a result of maintedll~~ . 
· and repair in aer(,planes of an unladen weight exceeding 15 000 kilograms . · .. 
Note for the purpose of the (ollowi"g table: 
', . 
(a) category A comPrises aeroplaneS of an· unladen Weight exceeding 1S 000 kilograms other-than those 
specified under (b) below; · 
(b) category B comprises aeroplanes of the following types: BAC 1:11, Siddeley Trident, Airbus, 




Rateof Rate1 A....;.,a-~ 
2 
Preparations and charges ~r frre-extinguisb~rs; 
charged fire-extinguishing grenades: 
- Preparations and charges for fire extin· 
guishers mentioned in heading No 84.21 of 
this list ....•...•••.. .' ....... · ... • ....•. ' ..• 1 
duty of duty - ..... 
3 4 5 
0%· AU acr~planes 
38.19 Chemical products and preparations of the 
,l9.02 
· cltemical or allied ' industries (including those 
c:Onsisting of mixtures of natural products), not 
elsewhere spe<;ified or included; residual pro· 
ducts of the chemical or allied industrieS, not 
elsewhere specified or included: 
ex P. ·Preparations- known as 'liquids for 
liydraulic transmission' (for example, 
hydraulic brake fluids) 'not containing-
or containing less. than 70 % by weight 
of petroleum _ oils or oils obtained from 
.bituminous minerals: -
- Based on silicate or phosphoric esters 
Polymerization and copolymerization 'products 
(for example, polyethylene, polytetrahalo-
ethylenes, polyi_sobutylenc:, polystyrene, - poly-
vinyl chloride, · polyvi!lyr acetate, polyviny[ 
. chlotoacetate and other pol'yvinyl derivatives, 
pOiyacrylic and polymetluc:rylic: derivatives, 
coumarone-indene resins): • 1 / .. 
c.- Other: 
I. Polyethylene: · 
b) ·In other foqns 
ex IV~ PolyproPrlene, in qne of the forms 
mentioned in Note 3 le) and (d) 
to- dais Olapter 1/ ••••••••••••• ~~ •• -•••• 
























and copolymers- of 
ex b) in ether forms: 
'-- Acrylonitrile butadiene 
styrene, in sheets spte:. 
ciaHy designed for lining-
the - internal _ walls of 
aeroplanes •••.•.••... : .. 
VII. Polyvinyl chloride: 
ex a) In one of the forms men-
tioned in Note 3- (a) and (b) 
to this Chapter: 
- Approved for aircraft 
construction, and in' the 
fonn of granules • ., ...... · 
ex b), In other forms: 
, - In sheets specially design-
ed for lining the internal 
walls of aeroplanes •.•..•• 
-Other ................ .. 
ex VIII. Polyvinylidene chloride, ·copolymers 
of vinylidene chloride with vinyl 
chloride: 
' 
- In sheets specially designed for 
lining the internal walls of 
aeroplanes ....•...•.••.•...•. ._. 
XIV. Other polymerization or coPoly-
merization products: · 
ex a) In one of the. forms . men-
tioned in Note 3 (a)· and (b) 
.to this Chapter: 
- For cavity filling ......... _ 
b) In other fonns •••.•.••. , ••••• 
Articles of materials of the kinds described in 
heading Nos 39.()t to 39.06: 
B. Other : 
V • Of orher materials: 
ex cb. Other: . 
- Articles for technical use and -
structur;al components: 
- lntendend for the power,plant •• 
-Other ................ . 
--Flexible pipes of polytetrafluo~ 
ethylene for ·hydraulic or fuet 
arcl.its wi tbavt .1. i tt .i.Dgs. 
attached 
'\ ··."""-· 
- ',' ' 
•, 
Aeropl.- ~Qtepfl . 
category A- t----r-----~:....;. _ __,_:"', .-.-
Ratevf Rate 
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Other articles of unhardened vulcanized rubber: 
eX '8. Other: 
. - Articles for teehnical use: 
Intended for the power plant • • •.• 
Other ....••••.•.•••.• •.·· 
. ' ' 
Other made up textile articles (including dress 
patterns): 
e.Other: 
ex 11. Other: 
Life-~ets . , . • . . •...•. -. · .. 
'Friction material (segments, · discs, washers, 
strips, sheets, plates, rolls and the like) of a 
kind suirable for brakes, for clutches_ or the like, 
with a basis of asbestos, other mineral 
-substances or of cellulose, whether or not 
combined ·with' textile or other materials: • 
B. Other ••••••••••••• ~ •• : •• ~ 
Al'ticles of stone or of other mineral substances 
(including articles of peat), not elsewhere 
specified or included: 
ex 8. Other: 
- Filters, washers and other' articles of 
agglomerated carbon or of graphite: 
Intended for the power plant ••.• , 
Other ..•••....•••.•••• , : . • 
Glass fibre . (including woon. yams, fabrics, and 
·articles made therefrom: 
·ex A. Non-textile fibre and articles made 
there from: 
- Superfine glass 'fibrt of low .moisture 
absorption capacity ... , .... : .... .' ... 
73.18 Tubes and pipes and blanks there~r, of iron 
' · . (other than of cast iron); ·or steel, excluding 
high-"pressure hydro-electric conduits of steel,' 
whether or not reinforced: 
ex C. Other: 
- Tubes and pipes, ready for fitting, usa-
ble as hydraulic conduits for fuel;oil or 
· lubricants: 
- Intended for the power-plant • . • . . . 
A~ A_,.._catepoyB 
~q~A-~------~----------~~--~------Rateol Rate 















A!_~s, Mercure, F 2s: Concorde 
Airbus, Mercun: · 
- Otber .•.•...•.••••••. ·, . • . . 0 % 
- 'Tu-bes for the hydraulic system of steel 
_21.6.9 made tO DeutsChe Airbus stan· 
dard OAN 411SMS 7185 .•• .-•....... Airbus:. 
I' 



















Tube and pipe fittings ~for. ~ample, joiqts, 
~bofiS. unions and flanges), ~f iron or steel· .•..••. 
ex 73.24 onta~nersdlon or steel, for compressed or· 
liquifiea gas: 




~---- .. -- -. ,.. 
73.35 
.· 73.40' 
Bolts and nuts (including bolt ends and ICI'eW 
studs), whether: or not threaded or taP,ped, and 
screws (includin_g screw hooks and screw rings), 
of iron or steel; rivets, cotters,· cotter-pins, 
washen and spring washers, of iron or steel: 
_A; Not threaded or tapped: 
- Intended for the p~er plant . . . . . . . . . . 
-Other ........................ . 
B. Threaded or tapped: 
ex 11. Other: 
- Other than self-locking bolts and 
nuts (of the type 'Hi-lok'): · 
- Intended for the power plant .. ·• 
-Other .. · .............. .. 
Springs and leaves. for springs, ol iron or steel: 
_... #.. . 
.- Intend~ for the power plant ••••••..••••• 
~ Oth~r .•• ; .•....•••• ~ ••.•. : ••• : ..• 
Other attic~ of iron 'Or steel: 
ex B. Other: 
- CollaR, OanKCS and other devices for 
fixing, jointing, damping o,r spacing: 
- Intended for the ~er plant .•••• 
-Other .•.•. v.< .......... ,; 
- Qevices for ' cargo stowage and 
. clampin.s ••.•••••••• -.••••.•••••••.. 
- Ball bearings used in freight loading 


























Airbus, M~. ,;• 
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AirbUs ~ .. .; ~· 
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ex 76.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles; shapes and sections; 
eX 16.03 
·ex 76.~ 
/ ' of .aluminium; aluminium wire: 
.._Shapes 
number· 
bearing a specific · mai)Ofacture 
............ ~ .................... . 
- Square angles ............................ . 
....-Conical 
rudders 
shapes for reinforcing lateral 
........ · ............ , ...... -....... . 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip; of aluminium,· 
of a thickness exceeding o-.zo mm: 
- Plines 
number 
bearing . .a specific manufacture 
. . 
................................... 
. - Plates ,and sheets -of variable thickness 
obtained by lamination for widths of 1 200- · 
mm or more 
Tubes and · pipes and blanks therefor, of 
aluminium; ·hollow bars of aluminium: 
- Tubes and pipes, ready· for fitting, usable as 
hydraulic conduits or as conduits for fuel-oil 







. () o/o 
i 
Oo/o 
76.07 ' Tube and pipe fittings (for example,- joints, _ 
elbows, sockets arid flanges), of aluminium .•••• ; . · 0 o/o 
.. 76.16 
. ' 
Other articles of. aluminium: 
C. Nails, tacks, staples, hook-nails,· spiked 
cramps, spikes and the like; bolts, nuts, 
screws and similar articles; washers and 
. sprinllj washers: 
ex 11. Other: 
.ex D. Other: 
- Other tJJan self-locking bolts 
and nuts (of die type 'Hi-iok') 
- Collars, flanges and other devi~s for 
, fixing, jointing, clamping. or spacing 
- 'Quick change' apparatus for trans-
forming pa~ger transport aero-
plan~ · into · goods transport aero-
planes and vice versa ............. : ••..• 
.o o/o 
0-% 









































"'eraplanea Aeroplan. e...,..y 8 










Other base metals, unwrought or wrought, and 
articles thereof; cerrnets, unwroUght or wrought, 
and articles thereof: 
_K. Titanium: 
· ex IL Wrought: 
- Thin-waDed tubes ready for use in 
ventilation and air-conditioning 
, systems .••.••••...••.••..••• ~ ...• 
- Bolts, nuts, screws, rivets and 
similar ·articles complying with 
OS standards, other than self-
loCking bolts' and nuts (of the 
type 'Hi-lok') .................. . 
Base metal fittings and mounangs of a kitJ4 
suitable for furniture. doors, staircases, windows, 
blinds, coachwork, saddlery, rnmks, cokets and 
the like (iricltding · automatic door closets); 
base metal hat-racks, hat-pegs, brackets · and 
the like: · . 
ex B.Other : 
-:- Automatic door-dosing devices 
:_ lntencted for'the power p~t . .- ....... . 
-Other •••••...•.•.....••••••.•. 
a asps, frames with clasps for 'handbags land 
the like, buckles, buckle-clasps, hooks, 'eyes, 
eyelets and · ~e 'like, of base metal, of a kind 
commonly used for ~lothes, travel ·goods, · · 
handbags, . or other textile or leather B<JOds; 
tubular -rivets and bifurcated rivets, of base 
metal; beads and spa~glcs, of base metal: 









Hydraulic: engines and motors (indudi~~ water_, - --1 
wheels and ~ater turbines): _ 
ex·C:. Parts : 
Of hydraulic engines oth~r 
than water wheels and water 
turbines •• ~·····~r•••••••• 






. ' ' 
.. ~ ' 






















I • " 
D. ·Parts: 
If. Other: ., ~ '' 
ex b) Other : 
Of other engines and 
moto_rs of subh'eading 
84.08C·I ••• ~ ••••••• 
-~ - t 
/, 84.10 Pu.mps (including motor pumps and turbo 
pumps) for liquids, whether or not fitted with.~ 
measuring devices; liquid elevators of bucket; 
84.11 
-· 
· 'chain, s~rew, band and similar kinds: 
I 
B. Other pumps: 
Ill. Parts: 
-Of pumps : 
" - Having a pressure capacity of 
.: · 200 bar or more' .............. ~ 
-Other: 
- Intended for the power plant 
- Of otR~rr pumps' .'tnar. .. ~ : 
those .ha\t.ing .. a . .pr.es.sur 
capacity of 20 bar or 
~ore 
Air' pumps, vacuum pumps and air or gas 
compressots- (including motor and lllrbo pumps _ 
and compressorS, and free-piston. generators 
for gas turbines); fans, blowers and the ~ke: 
A. Pumps and compressors: 
- ( ~ 
ex IU. Parts .: 
Of pumps and compressors of 
subheading 84.11 K I other 
than pumps (hand or foot 
operated) for inflating 
pneumatic tyres·and the like 
c. Fans, blowets and the like : 
ex III. Parts.: · 
-l ' 
-. Of ,.Fan and motor ~t in housina Eor cabin 
teftlpenltiJft probtt .•• ; •...•••.••..••.•. 
• Of · - · - -
1 ~er ··•·••••••••••••••••••-••••r·~···· 
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I .~ 
'r\' .: ~· 
.. · · .... 
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.. ~· ___ _,.......,_.._ ..... ~,-:';.~ :=--~"" 





































Air~~itioning machines, self-contained, com-
prising a motOr-driven &n and elements for 
ch~ng the temperarure and humidity of air: 
eX .C • ~.a r. t S : · 
-;- ' ati-COndinomng machines, with or without 
refrigeration elements, of a capacity ex-' 
a:eding S 000 kcallb ••••.•••..••..•.•••.•.. 
Refri~tors and 
' (electrieal and other): 
refrigerating ~ equipinent 
... __ 
B.; Evaporators' and cOndensers, excluding 
those for domestic refrigerators ..••••.••. 
c • 0 .t he r · : , 
ex IhOther : 
a·rt s,of refrigerating equipment adapted. to 
the air-conditioning system .••.•.•.... 
Madunery, plant and similar laboratory equip-
ment, · whether or -no« electrically heated, for 
the treatment . of material$ by a process involving 
a change -of ~rature such as heating, 
cooking, roUting, distilling, rectifying, sterili-
zing, pasteuriZing, steaming, drying, evapora-
ting, vapourizing, condensing or cooling, . not 
being machinery or plant of .a Kind used for 
donlc:stic -purposes; instantaneous or storage 
'(Vater heaterS, non-electrical: 
C. Heat exchange units; -
- Of the constant speed drive (CSD) 
syste~ .••................ •. · ·, ... •• · · · 
~ Of the 'air-~ditioning system .. · ••••.... , 
:.._ Ofthe fuel heating system . . . • . •...... 
-Other ............................... . 
Centrifuges; filtering and purifying machinery 
and apparatus (other than filter funnels, milk 
strainers and the like~, for liquids or gases: 
C. Other: 
II. Other 
ex b)Ma~nery and apparatus (other than 
centnfuges) for filterinv or ourifying 
liquids or gases: 
- P~rts •••••• ~ ••••• ~ ••• 
Mechanical appliances (whether or not hand 
operated) for projecting, dispersing or spraying 
liquids or powders; fire ;:xnnguishers (charged 
or not); spray guns Jlnd similar appliances; 
steam or sand !;!lasting machines and similar jet 
projecting machines: _ I ex .B Other : · 
0 f _-Attlt·in fire extinguishers for jet engines and 
~ ~.-uxiliary powe~ units •..•••••• , ••••.••..••• 
0 - built-in fire extinguishers for luggage holds 
' ..
Aeropfanes A~ Cllttfa9' B' 
category A -1----.,....--'----:---~-:-=~-----
Jlate cl !late 




















0 % . Airbus. Mercure, F 28 
0 % AirbUs, Meraa~ F llJ 
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84.22 Lifting, handling, loading or- unloading machi· 
' nery, teJphers and conveyors (fqr .eltample, lifts, 
hoists, winches,- aanes, transponer cranes, 
jacks,- puUey tackle, belt and 'tele-c;onveyors 
h:rics), not 'being machinery fall ins. within 
heading No 84.23: ' ' 
·s. Other : 
l ex:i:V.Oth~~. ~ _ 
- ·~amp jacks aRd .. tf:lei r.. par.ts. 0% 
,_ arts of, other .j.a.cks. .. :........... Oo/o 
.. arts . .o.f· ~par~tu. for faxing permanently in 
'aeroplanes and ufed for loading, 
unloading and stowing freight· ........ '. 0 % 
.84.55 Pans and accessories (other than covers, 
carrying e<~ses and . th'e like) suitable for use 
solely or principally with machines of a kind 
falling within heading No 84.51, 84.52, 84.53 
or 84.54:' 
. ex C. Other: 
- Parts and accessories for:. computers . 
formi-ng part of the navigation 
instrumen~s or apparatus of 
he.ading n° 90~28 used exClusively 
to carry out the calculations 
appropriate ~-such instruments_ 
·or apparatus .fa_ll ing within _ 
subheading 84.53 A. 0% 
84.59 Machines and mechanical appliances, havins . 
individual functions, not falling within any 
, other heading of this Chapter: 
E .. Other : 
ex II. Other : -
Air humidifiers and 
dehumidifiers ••••••••••• 
~ydraulic positioning and 
locking actuatora and 
associated controls -
(Hydroloks) 
ex· III. Part_s : 
. Of staner mmors, prope]ler -,~latorS '. 
·' . (valves) an4 servo-me.;hanisms • • ...... , 
df --wind~~ wipers ..••••.•••.•..•.•• g: n=:~=mo;e~~;.: ·~~~~i:~ . 
OfP'neumaric starters for jet engines . , •... 
Of 'toilet_ uni~ specially ~gned .!or 
aeropl;anes ............ •'· ..... · ....... , .~~ 
_Of m ech~nk.1 ·~·~ for thrust re- . 














































0% · Airbus; Concorde, Mercute, F 28 
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- Of hydraulic, positioning 
and locking actuators and 
assoc_iated controls. 
CHydrotoks) 
Ta~ cocks, valves and '"'simil•r appl~nceS; for 
pipes, boiler shells. tank~, ·vats and the like, 
including pressun: reducing valves and· dtcrn~Q­
stati~lly controUed valves: 
A. Pressure miucing valves ' I 
B. Other: 
- Isolating valves Eor thnist ~ersers .•. ; •.•.. 
- Valves used in air-conditioning . and 
cabin pressurization systems ..•.•.•• : .•.• 
'· 
- Valves used in rhe fire.conttol system ••••• 
- Valves used in the. water-circulation 
systan .••.•••••• t. ••••••••• ~ ••••• .- ••••• 
-Other ....... ~ ............ ' .. ' ........ . 
Ball, roller oi- needle roller bearings: 
- Bearings used in freight loading systems ......• 
Ot'her: 











-Other ......................... · 0%-
Transmission shafts, cranks, bearing housings, 
plain shaft bearings, , gears -and gearing (in-
cluding friction gears and gear-boxes and other 
vl!riable speed gears), flywheels, puDeys and 
pu!ley blocks, clutches an~ shaft couplings: 
·c .. Housings for ball, roller or 
needle roller bearings, ~ether 
or not inc·orporating bearings . 
ex D. Other . . 
- Flexible drive shafts made of a double mesh of 
steel wire, connecting_the pneuma9c drive unit' 
with the thrust reverser actua1:or .•... , ••.••.• 
- Constant speed drive (CSD) apparatus ; ••••••• 
-Other: 
- - Intended for the power plant •••.•..•.• 
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Airbus, ,MerC:ure, F 28 ~ . 
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84.64 G..skets and similar joints of metal sheering 
eootbined with other material (for exanlpfe, · 
asbestoS, felt 'and papetboard) or of laminated. 
metal foil; sets or assortments of gaskets and 
simitar joints, dissimilar in composition, for 
engines, pipes, tubes- and the like,. put up· in 
pouches, envelopes of similar pac:kin~: .-
-
-
Intended for the power plant •.....••... -
-
Other . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . : .'. . . · • • • . 
,• 
-~'~.>-
84.65 Machinery parts; . not containing ·electrical 
connectors, insulators, coils, contacts • or other 
electrical features and not falfmg within any 





'. -,Intended for the power plant • • ... . . •..• : ·• 0 % 
- Other ••..•..••• ~· ..•••• :· ••.•.•• •. 0% 
85.01 Electrical goods of the following descriptions: . 
generators, motors, converters (rotary or static), 
transformers, rectifiers and rectifying apparatus, 
inductors: 
B. Other : - . x .. Generators, motors (whether ·or not equtp· 
· • ped witli speed reducing, changing ·or step-
up gear) and rotary convemers: 
a)· Srnchro~ous motor5 of an QUtput of oot '. 
- more than rs watts .. -.....••.......... ' . 0 % 
ex b) Other : 
-.Electrical actuators used in 
the air-condit-ioning $Y'stem -. 
of less than ·0.75 KW - 0 % 
- Electric motors with speed-
reducers for the freight-
.l~ading system of tess than 
0·~75 KW· . 0 . %' 
' . 
- 18 voli d~c. el~ctric motors 
9f a power of Q. 5 KW for 
controlling.freight doors 
- Other motors of less than- · 
0.75 KW or of 150 KW or more 
ex 11. Transformers,'static 
converters, rectifiers and 
re'cttfying apparatus, 
-inductors: 
Other transformers rat,d at 






A emplaneS~.., B - ( 
Rate ' 
of duty . -A411'0pla1Ri.~ 
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- High speed alternators (exceeding 3 600 
r.hnin) ••.••...••..•..••......••...•••. • 
-.Speed-reducing motors ·for the . freight 
loading system ..•...•..•.. • •••.••...•.•.. 
., -'- Generators for 'the anti-skid· system 





The following ·other apparatus: 
-- Synchronous motors of an out-
put of not more than 18 watts 0 % 
~ Electrical actuators used 
'·in the air-conditioning 
. system of less than 0.,75 KW o X 
28 volts d.c. ·electric .motors 
of a pa~er of o:s KW for 
cont_roll ing fre1ght doors 0 X 
- Stati~ converters of a power 
of 250 VA, converting a direct 
current of·28 volts into an 
alternating current of 
" 
_ •• $' 
0% Ai~ Mercun:, F 28 
. -,'. 
,• 
0% Airbus . 
.Concorde. AirbuS. -~~:r:n, , · 
MC 1·11 . ,_r •. 
'\ 
., 
ox F 28 
0 X F 28-
0%. ,, 28 
115 volts •••.••..•....•• · •• 0 %. '0% F 28. 
Rectifying transformers with 
an output of 100'amps at 28 
volts for- the·d.c. elect'ric 
generating system ••••••• .' 
Other trans-formers rated at . 
0 X 0 % 
less than O. 75 KW....... 0 X 0 X 
~ ·r. 
" &S.Ol ~-Electro-magnets; permanent· magnets and 
ex-85.08 
Parts· 
articles of special materials for permanent 
magnets, ~ng blanks of such magnets; electro-
magnetic and permanent magnet chucks, 
damps, vices and similar work 'holders; electro-
magnetic clutches and couplings; electro-
magnetic brakes; electro-magnetic lifting heads 
electrical. staning an<j ignition equipment for 
internal combustion ·engines (including ignition 
magnetos, magneto-dynamos, tgmuon coils, 
-starter motors, sparking plugs .and glow plugs);. 
generators (dynamos and alt:!rnators) and a,t-
outs for use in conjunction with _sum engines 
0%. 
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Electric . instantaneous storage 
-.heaters or water 
-and immersion heaters; electric soil heating. 
·apparatus and electric spa~ heating apparatus; 
electric hair dressing appliances (for example., 
hair dryers, hair curlers, curli~ tong heaters) 
and electric smoothing irons; electt'o-thermic 
domestic appliances; electric . heating resistors,, 
other than those of carbon: 
-
. .B. Electric Soil heating apparatus · a·~d 
electric space heatil\g apparatus: 
ex II. Other : 
PartS- ,for. heating aircraft ·and wing sur-
•laces, mounttd on propeller aero- _ 
planes- ............................ . 
Microphones and stands :therefor, lo~~peakers; 
audio-frequency electric amplifiers •.•....•. · ••.•. 
ex B. Other : 
- Parts •• ~ ••••• ~ •••••••••• 
- / 
Ra<liotel~g~aphic :an~ radiotelephonic_ trans-
mission and reception apparatus; radto-broad-
caSung and. television transmission and reception 
apparatus (i';l.cluding rec;eive~ incorporating 
sound recorders or rej,roducers) and television 
cameras; radio navigational a'id. appara~ 





-A_,._ AeRlpl•- catepy B : 
tatqoryA-
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,. Raeol. Rate A~eollOIIC:ellled· duty olduty· 
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11. · Oth•r : 
ex . b) -O-f base metal, obtained by 
turning-bars, angles, shapes,- se~ons 
or wire, of solid section, the greatest 
diameter of which does not riceed 
2Smm: 
.... -- . 
---of' tr~nsmitters falli~g 
within subheading 85.15 A I 
rO% ~<1> . 
a) 
- Qf transmitter-receivers 
·falling within subheading 
85.1S A II : I 
- Of HF transmHter-re'ceivers 





• - Of receivers wether or not 
combined with a sound-recorder 
or ~eproducer, excl~ding radii-. 
broadcasting or television 
apparatus and recei-vers f()r . 
selective calli-ng ~quipment SELCAL 
complying with standard ARINC 
53' or 596; tatting within 
subheading 85.15 A III 
- Of other apparatus falling 
wtthin subheading 85.15 B I: 
. ox (1) 
.o·x 
'.( -· 
J ; ·.:~ ;._ 
:· ::_..,..:_·: 1-, 
'•: ,• 
~---· '-·~· ::;:~-~· ~ 
·_t· .. -. 












. ,. ' 
': 
- Of meteorologital all-
weathe-r:- rad_ar complying 
, · with standard ARINC 564 0 -%·. 0% ·Airbus, Concord~,_ Merc:ure~~-
- -·· 
•• 
- Of VOR navigational receh· 
vers complying with standarc -
ARINC 547 or 579 0% (1) 
- Of ILS navigational recei-
vers complying with standard 
AR-INC 547 or 578 ox (1.) 
-
- Of RO-DRMI comoined indf-




F 28, _BAC 1.•11 
F 28, Airbus, Concorde,· •: 
Mer cure, BAC 1--11 r : 
')-
' F 28, Airbus, Concor~, 
Mercure, BAC 1•11 
0 X A-1- 1US 
:ro be eligible for. suspension,' the p-roducts in- guest ion must be intended for the:-"- · 
maintenance· or repair of aert,planes o-f types certi ficatE!d for the 'first' ·time in ·a 
Member State of the Communit; before 1 January 1973 and which have been· constructed 
in the Community or imported and used at that date on regular r~utes_by 'airlin• · . 
















-Other, exctbding receivers 
for OMEGA 'radio navigaHon 
systems complying with 
a -
standard ARIN;C !:IJO or 599... OX (1) 
' 
ex .c)· Other:· -
·- VORLOKaerialsfor-VORappa· 
. ratus complying with standard 
- ARINC 547 or- 579 •••.••••. 
_:_ Aeriai . couplen for HF ttans-
rnitter-r-ea:iveis •••••.•••• , ••• -
- Other : 
0% 
-Of tra~smitters falling 
within subh-eading 85.15. 
A I a) . jO% _!1) 
- Of transmitter-receivers· 
under A II above : 
--
Of ·HF transmitter· · 
receivers ........... ,... 
> 




- Of receivers wether or not 
combined with a ~ound 
recorder or 'reproducer, 
excluding radio-broadcasting 
or television apparatus and 
.receivers for selective 
calling equipment SELCAL 
complying wi~h standard 
ARINC 531 or 596~ falling 
~ithi~ s~bheading 85.15 
A· III . 
0% 
0 o/o (1) 
. P% <1) 
-,_ 






- ·: /1 ~ 
; : .: 
Ailbus, Concorde; Mercur-e,F 28, 
BAC 1·11 
Airbus, COncOrde. Mercure, F 28, · 
BAC 1-11 · ., 
F 28, ~Concorde, Mcra.re.. 
~C1·11-
{ 
F 28, Airbus, Concorde, Metcure• 
BACl-11 -
- ' / 




' ~ - -

















./ r -... , 




' - ~-: -~~· 
• 
t f.• 
·intended for the maintenance or repair_of aeroplanes of types 
certiHcated for the'fitst time in a Member State of the Community 
bef6re 1 January 19n 'aftd whicfl have been ~onstru~ted in t~e Commlinity_ 
or. impor-ted and U'ed at that date On regular routes by ·airline COIItpanies '-
of the. Community. · · / 
\· 
. _-, ' ' 









~ .Of other apparatUs under B: · 
- Of meteorological . all· 
wealber radar complying 
with standard ARINC 
-s~ ........... · ...... . 
- Of VOR navigational re-
ceivers complying with 
standard ARINC .547 or 
'579 •..... •, •..•.. 
- Of ILS navigational re· 
ceivers .complying with 
standard ARINC S,.!f7 or · 
578 •..•..••••••••. 
- Of RD-DRMI combined 
indicators for VOR and 
DME. ..••.• , .••.• : •.• 
~ Other,exduding receivers -
{Qr OMEGA radio navi· 
· ption systems complying 
. with standard AR!NC 
0% 
0. o/o (I) 
0 o/o (') 
580 or 599 • .. .. .. • .. 0 % (') . 
85.17 Electric sound _ot visual signalling· apparatus 
(such as bells. sirens. indicator panel's. burglar 
and fire ·alarms), other than thOse of heading 
No 85.09 or 85.16: 
ex a.. Other : 
,, 
. - ·-~:- . 
~ ·-. ~a.rt s of ;,a r.n.i'l'\) ~pparatus for prott;ction against 
i, j I ,-, . . -"', • firt .. : .. f •••••••• ~ •••• •.• •• '.I.,. ........... . 
\ _--fa ft s of &~Ice detectors ................ ; .......... . 
-·Parts of anti-collisionftashlights .................. ; 




Electrical capaci~rs. fixed or _nriable .........• : • 
Elci:trical apparatus for making and breaking 
electrical circuits, for the protection of. electrical 
circuits, or .for mal(ing' connections. 'to or in 
electrical d-rcuits (for example, switches.· relays, 
fuses. lighming arresters, surge supptessors, 
plugs, lampholders . and juncticn boxes); re-
sistors, fixed or variable .(induJ'ing potentia-
meters),· other than hearing resiStOrS; printed 
circuits; switchbbards· {other than telephone 














·-. ', .":"\h' t~f-~::~~:7; . 
. ' 
' : ·~: -( ... ·,~, ,-~ ' -~ 
"' . '~ 
. ./' 
Airbus, dncorde, ~F.lst· 
RAC 1·11 · ' . 
AUbus, Concofde, Mtta~~e,·F lf, 
RAC 1-11 . 
•, '• 
\ --~' 
.. : ~- :;~· 







-. ( :· ' ; ~;· 
AUbus, eonaxde,'Metcsae, F 28, 
RAC 1-11 I '· ' 
"i 
.. 
. -~ -. 
:... :-
', _,. 
' ' ' 
I ,·. 
. t .} 
\' . 
,.._ ' -· ... ~- ~- ' • 1 
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t· Aerupi.ae.. A ........ ~B 
c:ateao.,. A· t-----..,..--..:...-...;;...:,._:_~...;..---
. R!!,'bf • - Rate _.._;_,.._ CIIIICelllllll ·: •' 
85.20. 
-~ 
A. Electri~al apparatus for · makin'g and. 
breaking electrical circuits, for the protccrion 
of electrical circuits ot for making connec-
tiOns to or in electrical circuits: 
- Switches used in freight loadin" in· auxi· 
liary power units and in emergen<:Y 
lighting systn:ns •.••••••• . : ••.•••.•• : •• ·• • 
-Other: 
., . : -
- 'intended for the power plant .•• : •.• · · 
- Other ... · . . ...... ,. ..... ! • , ... ·~ 
&. Resistors. fixed or variable (indu~ poten· 
tiometers), other than heating resiston •.•••.•. 
c. Printed circuits .•.•.•••.•..• , ••• 1 •••••••••• 
' ' '. 
• Q., Switchbo_ards and c:Ontrol panc~ls 
Electric filament lamps · and electric discharge 
lamps (including infra-red · and . ultra-violet 
lamps); arc-lamps: 
A. Filament lamps for lighting, •••..•••.•.••• 
II. Other lamps and tubes •.•• 
~ ~. ,Orher: 
--
- Discharge laJr~ps and tubes for light· 
ing, including combined filament and 
discharge lamps and tubes .•..•..••••. 
85.21 Thermionic, cold ·cathode and pho£9--cathode 
85.22 
valves and tubes (including vapour or gas-filled 
valves . and tubes, cathode-ray tubes, televjsion 
. _ camera tubes and mercury ak rectifying v'ahres 
and tubes); photocells; mounted · piezo-electric 
crystals; diodes, transistors - and similar semi· 
' conductor devices; light-emittUig diodes; electrohic · 
nticroci rcuits: 
'A. Valves and tubes ......................... .. 
B. Photocells, including ph~transisto~ ••••..•• 
C. Mounted piezo-electric crysrals' •••••• -: .•.• , •• 
Electrical appliances and apparatus, ·having 
individual functions, not lalling within any 
other heading of this Chapter: -
exC.·Orhn ··, -
ex. ,nthe,. :. d' 
- lP~ ]1telSUre tn tcators ••.•.•.....• 














































robe eli&ibk for ~~~~~on, the pnlduch in<!-""'- be Intended tur ~~~or repair of Hl'llpl" .... of tyjla cettiflalml mt the flnt . . ' . ' 
:t.QNnmunilf before I januef)' 19?.1 and which haft.eitlll!r becll-.uctcd in the Community or imporltd' and'*"'"' that dete on reaulor ~m-~ .Methtlrr Sta of 















·-----:--,-------:------ -,------,-----~--......... __.....;.'·.'" 
85.18 
, . I 
D6Cription 
Electrical parts' of- machinery and apparatus, 
not being goods falling wtchin any of the 
preceding headings of this Chapter .. ' .•.••••••• _ .• 
Aeroplanes AerapkU11!U8l91YJf 
catetorr A- f-----T-...:.-----......::....:. _ _,."!"'"-l"'""-"' 
Rateof Rate 








90.08 · Cinematographic cameras, projectors, sound 
recorders .and sound reproducers but not 
including · re-IICCOI'ders or film editing apparatus; 
any combination of these artic~: 
. '-.,._ 
90.14 
B. Projcctod and sound rqn-oducers. combined 
ornot .................................. .. 
Surveying (including phocopmmetrical . sur-
veying}, hydtographic, navigational, meteorolo-
gica~ bydrologieal ind geophysical in~ments; 
c:olripasses; rangefiriders: 
A. Compasses .-... -~ ...... • .. • • • • · .. · · · • · .. 
UI. Parts : 
s. ·other: 
1. Optical air naviga-
tiqnal instruments : 
c> Parts; • .• •••••••• 
ex III. Other : 




I rangcftnders .and. pa.r.ts .. ther&o ' o% (I) 
ex 90.18 . Mediano-therapy appliances;. -massage ,ap-
paratus; _ psychological aptitude-testi!'g- ap-
paratus; artificial respiration, ozone~ therapy, 
oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy or similar 
apparatus; lneathing appliances (including gas 
masks and similar fespirators); -
ex c. Parts 
·-to( .oxr8en masks; respiratory apparatus for 





1 ...-~, lr;·::,· 
~ ' ' 'f 
::,{-;· __ ' /: 
. ~ .. 
. _~- .::; '. 
(') To ht ~l•gibk lnr susptnoion,t~pnldvt.tt lnqueslipn,..mrt ho intended fO<" the ma>llll!lllln<.-eorrepairof OI!Mplanra of type~ ~lkltul for:'llre fiHt dtne ..;a ~Wr.~ct-. 
- rh. Community bel""' I J•,.,•rr 1.9"1 '"" wht.:h han dthet bern ,..,,.1111\.100 ill tht Commuriity or lm.rort«< ond used • that elate o1l ..,.W.r ftlllte$l!J aitlllle....,.,.,.. of 
-tht: C••mmunily. · - · 4 ' ' 








·pans or .accessories suitable for use solely or. 
prinCipally with one or more . of 'the articles . 
falling within heading No 90.23, 90.24, · 90.26, 
,0.27 or 90.2~: 
A. Parts or accessories suitable _for use 
solely or principally 'with the electronic 
· instruments or apparatus_ faHing within 
• subheading 90.28 A: , 
ex lo~t Other: ~ 
- Terrestrial magnetic field d~or 
apparatus.· by $aturation of mag-
A~ A~catepry~ , -. 
atet~U~Y A- 1-----r---------"--:..--.-.-
. bteal . R-._ 
...., AeropiamS CIJIICeftllll 
. .., alduty 
3 5. ·. 
netic cirC:uits (flux valve) • . . . . . . . • 0 % {1) 0"/o. Airbus, Mercure. f 28. 
.. 
,. 
- Air speed ·indiCators and associ- .. · 
ated instruments .. .. • .. .. • • • • • • • • 0% (1) 
.,... Stall warning calculators ...•.•.... 
- App'!ratus i'or . fuel consumption 
flow control' .. , , , ............ , .. 
-; Electronic regulato{s for air-condi-
tionmg ..••.•....•. ~ ...•.•..•. , ., 
- Inertial n~gation equipment cqm-
plyirtg with standard ARJNC S61 
- Electronic cQntrollen. for thrust 
reversers ......... • .....•......... 
- Sei:vo airspeed indicators with built· 
. . in maximum speed· warning system . 
- Other instrummrs or apparatus 
falling within subhe~ing 90.f8 }.: 
'0 o/o '(I) 
0 ~(I) 
0 o/o {I) 
·O% (I) 
0 'fo (I) 
0 "'o (1) 
except ·gr.Qund . .pr.ox.ltll11: 
·waining·system .. ~~ •• ~:.. Ox •(1·). 
B. Other: 
ex -II. Other: 
- ,For pneumatic regulators used il1' air· 
· conditioning . and cabin pressurization 
systems faUin'g within 'subheading 
90.24 A •••••.•••.•..•.••...•..•... 
- Other aptiaratus at1d inscruments 
· . · falling within subheading 90.24 A ...... 
. 'I 
0% (1) 
0% Airbus, Mel'(Ure, F 28 
O"'o Aitbus~-Mercure, F28 
Q% Airbus, MerClUre, F 28, ' 
0 "! .. Airb'us, Mercure, P _18 
. 
0% COncorde, Airbus 
0% Concorde 
O"'o Conc;orde 


















-Indicator apparatus for pressure of 
fud and jet-engine Qil ........... . 
- Oil rontents ..gauge for jet-engine 
conttol ..•........ ~~- ..•...•... ;. 
- Speed indicator apparatus for air· 
speed indicators. ·and jet-engine 
conttol ....................... .. 
- Temperature mdicaror apparatus 
for air•speed indicators and ;it· 
engine- contrOl ...••..•.. -••••••.•. 
- El«tro-mapetic pressure · indi-
CIItors. and associated modules, 
intended' for concrol of the jet-
engine air intake sys~m • · •..••..•• 
•' 
- V'rust, . reverser positi011 indica· 
tors .......................... . 
.._ Other apparatus. falling within 
su~ding ~.28 B .. ;.: .•.....•.• 
Time switc:hes widt. clock or watch movement 
{ind~g secondary ~ · movement) ot with, 
synchronous moror: 
- Clock movements used in automatic· systems 
Other dock and watch parts: 
ex F. Other: 
- Of apparatus . induded in ~cling 
No 91.06 ofthis list ....••••...•• 
Gramophones, dictating .machines and other 
sound recorders or reproducus, ipduding 
rec!Jrd-players and tape decks, with or without 
~und~heads; · television· image, and sound 
rtcorders -or reproducers: 
·A. Sound recorders or reproducers: 
· ex 11. Sound reproducers: 
- Music 1-cprod~rs a,nd automatic 
ann()ll~ ' •••• •: ' ••••• ~ ••••••• 
3 
0% (I) 0% 
0% 
0% (') 0 'Yo 
0% 






. .: . 
\;: 
. . .·\. 
. Airbus. ~eraue, f 28, :_'~ -.·· ;, ::X 
' ' ~ 
' ~ .... 
Airbus, Men:are, F 28 
·,' 
'll 






_ : '• }t·';.• 
.. , ' 
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J 2 3 
----1------
Qthff _pans and accessories qf apparat,!Js falling 
Within heading No 92.11: 
--Cockpit voice-recorders .of 'subheading 9.2.11 
A I , ..•.•....•..•••.. ·. '" •••••••.. · •.•.•...• 
- Music reproducers and automatic announcers 
- referre'd to in subheading 92.11 A 11 of this 
list ........ :-. ...•.•..•••.••...•.••...•••.• 
Chaj~ and other seats (other than tho~. falling 
within heading . No 94.02), whether or not 
convertible into beds, and parts theteof: -
B. Other :.. 
ex I • Specially deSigned for aircraft: 
0% 
Oo/o 
• Specially designed leather 
covered seats·for the crew 0% 
Parts Qf seats Specially 




tliitU t%1 J 1 
















" 0% ' ·Airbus, Mercun:,-Coita>rde, f 28, 
0% Airbus, Mercure, Coftcordc, F 2S: 
.. / 
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!, -· .-_ 
' ,. I,' 
' ... _,~- ' . ~ list of products in respect of whiCh Common Cus~~ Tariff duties are totally or parciaJly suspended 
where -such prodUcts are intended- to be incorpor•ted in the maintenance lbld repair of aeroplanea ....r · · 
heJkoptecs of atJ aaladar waght cxc:ccdins 1 000 lciJosrams but 110t exc:eedins 1S ooo-kilosnms . 
'-,~·~,.:--~/:: .. ·~; 
Descnpticm 
2 
O.emieal . prodUftS and preparations oE the : ·chemical 
or allied industries (including those consisting ' of mixtures 
1 ·of natural products), not . elsewhere specified or included; 
resi~l product$ 'of the chemical or aUied industries, not 
elsewhere specified ,or included: 
ex P. Preparations known as 'liquids for hydraulic trans-
mission' (ror e~~:ample, hydraulic brake fluids) .not 
containing or containing less thi\D 70% by •wejpt _of 
. petroleum oils or oils obtained front bituminous 
minerals: 
- 8a8ed on silicate and phosphoric~ ••....•.•.• , . 
Tube and pipe ftttiDgs (for example, JOints, elbows, unions 
and flanaes) of iron or steel ...... ; ' ........................ . 
PUmps (including - motor pumps and - turbo pumps) lot 
liquids, Whether or- not fitted with measuring devices; liquid 
devaton of bucket,. c;hain;. screw, band and ·similar kinds: 
· B. Other pumps: 
ex Ill~ Parts of other pu~ps than those 
having a pressure capadty of 20 
bar or more ' 
Ma-chines and mechanical appliances, having 
individual f.unctions not fall-ing wi_thin 
any other heading of this Chapter : 
E. Other : 
exii. Other : 
- Hydraulic positioning and 
locking actuators and 
associated controls 
(Hydro loks) ............ • • • •·• • 
exiii. Part~ : 
-~f. hydraulic positioning 
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... '1 . ..;. 
2 
Taps, cocks, valves, and similar appliances, £or pipes, boiler 
sheDs, tanks, vats and the like, including pressu~ reducing 
. valVes and thermostatically controRed valves: · · 
.A. Pressure redudng valves ............ .' •.••••••.•. : • •••• 
ex B; Other: 
..- Valves \l5ed in air-cOnditioning; and cabin pressor·.: 
i:tation .systems ........... .-...................... • 
·,Transmission ~ shafts, cranks, bearing housings, plain shaft 
bearings, gears and gearing (including friction gears and 
gear-boxes and other variable ~- gears), flywheels, pulleys 
and pulley.bl9cks, clutches and s~aft couplings: · 
- Constant speed drive (CsD) apparatuS • : •••••.••..•••.• ' .' •. 
-
Electrical goods of the following descriptions: generators, 
moro~ cOnverters (rotary or static), trllnsformers, rectifiers 
and r«tifying apparatus, inductors:' -
· ex C. Parts: 
-· Of d.c. generators oh power of 16-5 .kW 
·- Of rotar}t rottv~ers of a.c. 115 V, 400, Hz, of a 
rcwerof2SOVAor 1800VA ................... .. 
- Of a.c. generators, 120/208 V, of ·a power of 
15 kYA ....•...•••••••....•• ··'···, •.•.•......... 
- Of electric . actuators for control of auxiliary 
flaps and aile~ns •..•••...•••.•. .' ••••..• , ; ......• 
- Of static converters of a.c. 115 V, 400 Hz, . of a 
power of 250 VA or 700 VA ••••••••.• , ..•........• 
-· 
Radio~tlegraphic and radiotelephonic transmission and 
r~tlon apparatus; radio-broadcasting and . television tranS-
mt~ and reception apparatuS (in!=luding receivers inc.or-
poranng sound recorders or · reproducers) and television 
camera~ radio navigational aid ·apparatuS, radar apparatus 
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85;15 
·· ·ccon~'Cf? 
. c. Parts : 
I IJ~Oth•r : · 
de b) P~rts of base metal; obtained by ~· ing bars, 
angles, shapes, sections of wire, of so 'd section, 










• ZS mm, excluding parts for rtcciv~rs OMEGA 
radio n,vigation systems complying wi standard 
ARJNC S80or59~ .................. !· ........ . 
I 
8 ~(I) 







., · .. radio navigation systems complying wi standard · 









,,0.29 Part5 or accessories sUitable for ·use so!dy ·or pnn~lly 




' '• .. , .... _ 
90~. 90.24, ~.z6·, 90,27 or 90.28: 
I 
•, ' .- 1: . 
. A. Patts or accesserics .suitable for use· solely or princi-. 
·: -pally with the ·electronic. instruments or apparatus 
faDing within subheading 90.18 A: I _ 
. , 
Ex u.otner :- . _ 
- -- - Of fuel gauges_ •.••.• : •••••••• : ••. ; •••• "i'. : . ..•.• : ·1'· o' 'Yo -
· ._._-Of electronic timers u~d in de-icing syst~ -•..•. ·.... 0% 
_ ,. ;- 0! othc_r •ransistorizcd ':'ol~gc regulators! .. , .... : . ~ 0 'lC; 
_ .... Of the following ·other in trument · 
or_ apparatus of subheadin 9QoaiA .· 
' ' 
... ·Terres-trial magnetic-field 
detector apparatus, by ' 






<flux val~e> .·. l . · , ox· (1) All aero• 
-~ planes-







~ ' I, ' 
All hel icC:iptel-1 
I , 
c~nditioning 0% (1') All aero- "Alt hel icopte.r.1 
planes ; 
' 
aB, "":lnnodu=_.iod.<~-·+ I 
...... 0% Fl~ .. , 





~ Of the following ot~er _ 
instrum~nts or a~paratus 
falling wit~in subh.ading 
90.28 B • 
. I -
Pres$ure. transmitte~~ used 
a1r-conditioning an~ cabin 
pressurization syst~ms_ 
- Double pressure ·;ndi~cators 
used in air·conditi 'ning 
and cabin pressu~iz tion 
systems~ a••••••••••• 
in 
F 21 0 % 




. . ' . ,, . - ~ , ........ --
nee or Jq>air of~- or hellcop<ers of ttpe5 celtifiated far the fkit llitiiC.lft·a _·' 
ITuCtt-d ht doe Conlmunky or lmpured.,.) ..-M Ilia~ done !M "r"' ~ bf.. · 
